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Welcome Letter 

from Pastor Kory 
 

Hey Small Group Leaders, 
 
I can't tell you how excited I am to get small groups started again. This 
season of COVID has been trying on many levels and I believe our people, 
more than ever, need that connection. I suspect you're probably feeling that yourself. The sky's the limit for 
small groups this year! We have new people that need to be connected and regulars who need to deepen our 
relationships with God and the church.  
 
The first responsibility of the leader is to carry the culture of your ministry. Your group can only advance to 
the level that you're willing to take it. This will take an expenditure of emotional energy into your group. At 
first, it will be tiring and maybe even discouraging, but over time, your investment will pay off. As the Apostle 
Paul writes in Galatians 6:9, "Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a 
harvest if we do not give up." We have asked you to lead because we believe in you. Small groups are critical 
to the success of the Church and God has entrusted you with this responsibility. What an incredible privilege 
that God would use you in this way. As you embark on the small group journey this year, let me give you 
some leadership best practices that will help guide you as you lead your group.  

• Motivate by inspiration rather than guilt. Help your people see what could be—a deeper 
relationship with God, a strong connection with each other, making an impact in your 
neighborhood or with new people in your group. Keep that vision in front of your people. Even if it 
doesn't seem like they're "getting it," keep a positive disposition and encourage them to dive 
deeper.  

• Model what you want to see from your group members. Your people won't go further than you're 
willing to go. So, be the visible example for your people.  

• Don't be afraid to ask people to step up to the plate. People are more engaged when they're 
invested and have some stake in the ministry. Not only that, but if you try to do everything, you'll 
burn yourself out. Ask people specifically to fill a role. Foster an environment where it's OK to try 
and fail. Have fun learning about each other's gifts and don't take yourselves too seriously.  

• Care for your people as individuals. Lean into these relationships and don't be afraid to get a little 
nosey. What are their highs? What are their lows? What ideas do they have for the group? What's 
giving them life? Reach out yourself, but also foster that kind of connection in your group as well. 

• Remember who you're ultimately working for. Colossians 3:23 says, "Work willingly at whatever 
you do, as though you were working for the Lord rather than for people." Think about this, as 
much as you want to see your people grow, how much more does God want for them?  

Small group leadership can be frustrating, but the truth is, the more you put into it--especially at the 
beginning--the more you'll get out of it in the end. We look forward to having some great stories to tell at the 
end of the year. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for your willingness to serve the Lord through small 
group leadership. We are looking forward to a fruitful year at Waite Park Church and we truly could not 
accomplish this without you! 
 
Have a great year! 
 
Pastor Kory   
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Vision of Waite Park Church Small Groups 
Fulfilling the Great Commission by growing in and living out  

Christian Community together. 

 

 

Mission of Small Groups 
Our Small Group ministry exists to build up lay leaders who create small communities 

where participants grow in and live out Christian Community through regular meetings 

centered on Word, Worship, and Friendship. 

 

Core Values of Small Groups 
 

W  O  R  D 
 

We believe the Word of God is a powerful means of grace: God-breathed and useful for 

teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness. It is essential to the life of the 

believer. 

 

W  O  R  S  H  I  P 
 

The early church worshipped together often. And Paul instructs the churches to be filled with 

the Holy Spirit by speaking to one another with psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit. 

Worship prepares our hearts to respond positively to grace and ultimately we want our SG 

ministry to be empowered by the Spirit so we can bear spiritual fruit.  

 

F  R  I  E  N  D  S  H  I  P 
 

Friendship (Phileo) is spoken of often throughout the Old and New Testament. In fact, God was 

the first to say “It is not good for man to be alone.” We were made for community and Jesus 

points out that the world will know that we are His disciples if we love one another. Godly 

friendship is a powerful means of grace that can rebuke, encourage, challenge, and uplift us in 

our spiritual walk. Two keys to transformational godly friendship are: a willingness and 

readiness to acknowledge our brokenness and permission to lovingly examine one another. 
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Why Community Groups 
 

Often times people will question the necessity of small groups. While the argument can be 

made that even Jesus had a small group, we all recognize that how Jesus and the disciples 

shared life was a lot different than what most small groups experience. If I have strong spiritual 

friendships and have people in my life who care about me and will support me when I need it, 

do I really need a small group?  

 

While the quickest answer to that question is “no” the fact remains that small group ministry is 

the best framework for growing in and living out the Bible’s expectations for Christian 

Community. Here’s Why:  

 

Need to Know, Need to Grow Moments 
 

Discipleship classes and most curriculums tend to be linear in design. “Ordo Saludis” is a fancy 

phrase that theologians use for discussing the Order of Salvation (how things ought to happen 

for a sinner to come to Christ). “Via Saludis” is a fancy phrase used to discuss the Way of 

Salvation… the way things actually happen. The way things happen tends to be a lot messier 

and more complicated than we’d like it to be. One is a textbook experience and the other is real 

life. One looks more like a line graph and the other can look more like a plate of spaghetti.  

 

Small groups do discipleship more in line with the Way of Salvation. Every believer has “Need to 

Know” And “Need to Grow” moments. Something that Larry Osbourne talks about in his book, 

“Sticky Church.” When a believer needs to know something (a Jehovah’s Witness comes 

knocking at the door, they’re considering baptism, a friend is asking theological questions) 

they’re having a need to know moment. When a believer needs to grow (they realize they’re 

struggling with sin, a boss is being overbearing, a neighbor is gossiping, their marriage is headed 

for crisis) they’re having a need to grow moment. During either of these moments a believer 

doesn’t open up their Discipleship 101 binder and go to the table of contents to see if the 

question was already answered in some class they took 5 years ago. What do they do? They 

reach out to a friend. They go to the community. They call their spiritual mentors.  

 

Small group lets someone know: We’re here for your “need to know” and “need to grow 

moments.”  
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Word 
 

A major component of small groups is hearing from God through Scripture. The goal isn’t just to 

memorize facts about the Bible. But the Bible… 

 

…shows us who God is: The Bible is God’s revelation of his character, especially revealed in 

Jesus. Without it, we might only have a vague sense of God, but not really know his love for us 

and the lengths he went to be in relationship with us. 

 

…shows us who we are. Hebrews 4:12 says, “For the word of God is alive and active. Sharper 

than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; 

it judges the thoughts and attitudes of the heart.” We don’t just read Scripture, Scripture reads 

us. As we read, study and meditate on Scripture together, we hold it up like a mirror so we can 

see the condition of our own heart—the good and bad. It allows us to be honest with ourselves. 

 

…and shows us who God created us to be. We’re not meant to stay the same person we are. 

God wants to changes us and to grow us. As the Psalmist says, God’s Word is a lamp for our 

feet, a light on our path. God’s word is a reliable guide, showing us what we can be at our best.  

 

As we study the Word together and submit to the Word together we grow together to become 

the people that God created us to be.  

 

Worship 
 

Another major component of our small group ministry is worship. Worship opens our hearts to 

God. Worship humbles us. Bonhoeffer speaks to the importance of a community in worship 

together “Why do we sing? The reason is quite simply because in singing together it is possible 

for them to speak and pray the same Word at the same time; in other words, because here they 

can unite in the Word… The fact that we do not speak it but sing it only expresses the fact that 

our spoken words are inadequate to express what we want to say, that the burden of our song 

goes far beyond all human words.” 

 

However we worship - whether in song, in giving thanks, in the reciting of prayers, psalms, and 

creeds, it is a means of grace. It, as Paul says in Ephesians 5:19 & 20 has the potential to fill us 

with the Holy Spirit and Paul tells us specifically to do it together, “Speaking to one another 

with psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit. Sing and make music from your heart to the 

Lord.” In a small group setting, we have the opportunity to do just that.  
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Friendship 
 

Pastor Francis Chan once recounted a story in which a former gang member had given his life to 

Christ. He joined the church and got baptized. After a while, his attendance started to wane. 

When leadership reached out to him he said something along the lines of “It’s not your fault, I 

was just under the wrong impression. I thought baptism was like gang initiation and I thought 

once I did that – I’d become a part of the church family the way I was a part of the gang’s 

family. I just had it wrong.” 

 

Did he have it wrong? I don’t think so. Certainly baptism isn’t the same as gang initiation but 

shouldn’t we have love between us? Shouldn’t we have each other’s backs? The reason we 

choose to use the word friendship is because there’s a difference between being someone you 

hope attends your project, program, or function, and being your friend. There’s a difference 

between caring about whether or not I show up and actually caring about me.  

 

Don’t you want people in your corner who would go to bat for you or move heaven and earth 

for you? I need someone who cares for me spiritually because they care for me spiritually not 

because they’re building something cool and they hope I’ll be a part of it. The Bible says that, 

“Faithful are the wounds of a friend but deceitful are the kisses of an enemy.” Friends have 

permission to wound each other, to sharpen one another as iron sharpens iron (painfully), to 

call each other out and tell it like it is. Friendship is transformational. It’s why Jesus was known 

for being a friend of tax collectors and sinners. In the parable of the lost sheep and the lost 

coins – the ones who find what they’ve lost go and tell their friends. Friends celebrate with us 

and keep us on mission. Jesus says, “Greater love has no one than this, that one lay down his 

life for his friends.” In today’s language, Jesus is describing a ride or die crew.  

 

What would it look like if you had a group of strong Christian friends that you met with 

regularly, prayed with, worshipped with, and studied scripture with? It’s safe to assume that 

you’d be growing in your faith and helping others to do the same. That’s why Waite Park 

Church is committed to small groups. For us, it’s the best way to Find Life, Share Life, and Give 

Life.  

 

Faith that Lasts  
When the famous evangelist George Whitfield was coming to the end of his life, he considered 

the work he had done, his labor, and fruit it produced. It didn’t take him long to say that his 

“people” were “a rope of sand” compared to those who came to Christ through the ministry of 

John Wesley. What did he attribute the lifelong faith of Wesley’s converts to? Small Groups! 
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In fact Pastor Joel Comiskey once observed that “John Wesley wasn’t persuaded that someone 

had made a decision for Christ until that person became involved in a small group.” 

 

The two main ingredients of Wesley’s small groups are something we’ll hear often. Not only can 

we safely assume that they focused on Word, Worship, and Friendship but we also see rather 

clearly and explicitly that these groups were committed to acknowledging their brokenness and 

lovingly examining one another. They recognized and confessed their sin and they asked 

pointed questions and wanted to be held accountable.  

 

Everyone Brings Something to The Table  
1 Corinthians 14:26 is probably the most compelling small group ministry passage:  

 
 26 What then shall we say, brothers and sisters? When you come together, each of 

you has a hymn, or a word of instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an 

interpretation. Everything must be done so that the church may be built up. 

  

Paul’s picture of the Church is that when they gather, everyone brings something to the table. 

Everyone contributes. Some bring a hymn, some bring instruction, some bring an insight or a 

revelation, some bring a tongue, some bring an interpretation. Paul says that each of them has 

something. Paul’s not picturing a Sunday morning worship service and he’s not picturing a 

group of tightly knit friends hanging out. What he’s picturing looks more like a small group 

where each member has taken it upon themselves to be an integral part of the group. In fact, 

try to do this on Sunday morning and there just wouldn’t be enough time for 100 people to 

each share something. This can only be done in small groups.  

 

Given to Give  
Scripture is clear that nearly all spiritual gifts are for others, not for ourselves but 1 Peter 4:10 

provides the most persuasive wording on the matter:  

 
10 Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve others, as 

faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms. 

 

Peter says that we are faithful stewards of God’s grace and that the gifts we’ve received ought 

to be used to serve others. Another way to understand that is this: God has given you grace for 

the express purpose that you might share it with others. In other words, by not participating 

fully in Christian Community, other Christians miss out on the grace that you would’ve brought. 

You are so empowered and dignified that you can actually withhold God’s grace from people.   
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Why Connect Groups 
 

Meeting New People 
When new people come to the church probably one of the first things they’re looking for is 

connection. They want to know, “Is this a place where I can belong?” Connect Groups help 

people meet people and the next time they come to church they might feel more comfortable 

and confident knowing that there will be at least 10 other familiar faces that they’ve spent 

additional time interacting with. Additionally there may be some long time members in our 

church who want to meet new people – Connect groups will be ideal for them.  

 

Meeting People Where They Are 
Not everyone is ready for growing in and living out the New Testament expectations of 

Christian Community. Asking a new person to commit to a group of people who are 

acknowledging their brokenness, lovingly examining one another, worshipping together, and 

studying scripture together can sometimes be an intimidating proposition. What if I don’t know 

anything about scripture? What if I don’t trust you with my past? What if I’m not ready to 

worship God?  

 

Keeping Groups Healthy  
In the past, when all we had were long term groups, many people would participate because 

they wanted connection and long term groups were where they could find it. Participants 

looking for connection may have been aware that they couldn’t faithfully commit or may have 

been unwilling to make time for small group or to prepare accordingly for small group (like 

when the group had “homework” to do).  

 

This dynamic often created frustration between group members who made time for group and 

those who simply came when they had time. Some felt like too much was being expected of 

them and others felt like some weren’t honoring the group’s time and commitment to one 

another. Such frustrations also contributed to burnout in group leaders.  

 

The creation of short-term groups with a lower commitment level means that participants can 

now choose their own level of commitment and own that decision. In past years we were 

implicitly saying, “here’s how we expect you to be involved.” This year we’re saying, “How do 

you expect to be involved?”  
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How New Small Groups Start, Grow, 

Maintain, & Succeed  

 

Small Group On Ramps 
 

Small group on ramps are simply – how people join small groups and get connected to small 

groups. The following a list of how our church plans to intentionally build on ramps to small 

groups.  
 

• Personal Invitations 

Small group members and leaders are encouraged to bring their friends to small groups. 

• Connect Groups  

During the Connect Group’s last meeting they will be exploring the question: What do 

you want to do next? Some may decide to join a community group, others may decide 

to lead a connect group, perhaps a whole group will want to become a community 

group together.  

• Small Group Station 

There will be a station in the lobby of the church in which those interested can sign up 

to be on a small group. This will be followed up by email, phone call, or an in person 

meeting with the small group pastor to see which group would be a good fit for them.  

• Online Inquiry 

Potential participants may find out more about small groups from our website and 

connect via email.  

• Baptism or Membership 

Small groups are a big part of what we do at Waite Park Church and sharing that during 

our Baptism or Membership class can help encourage new people to find a community 

where they can grow in their faith.   

• Highlighting from the pulpit 

Because Sunday morning preaching is an opportunity for a community to hear from God 

and because most of our community is involved in small groups, it makes sense for us to 

address, encourage, and promote group life from the pulpit from time to time.  

 

Community Group Off Ramps 
 

Before every summer break individuals will be given a small group survey. They’ll basically give 

feedback about their experience and will also have the opportunity to make a decision about 

their future involvement. They’ll have three choices:  
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a) I want to continue with my small group   

b) I’d like to try another small group  

c) I’d like to take a break from small groups.  

 

This creates a simple design for members to exit without hurting feelings, awkwardness, or 

feeling like they’re pressured to stay. It also helps for people to not make excuses week after 

week for months at a time (trust me, no one likes that guy and now you don’t have to be that 

guy). To avoid awkwardness of having to hunt people down for responses we’ll assume that a 

non-response means participants are planning to continue on.  

 

Who Leads Small Groups 
 

Small groups will be led by anyone: 

 

1) with a desire to lead small groups  

2) who professes faith in Jesus Christ 

3) who has approval from the Church based on that individual’s personality & giftings 

4) has good their standing in the community.  

5) Exhibits a transformed life free from willful persistent sin  

6) Upholds and submits to the teachings of our faith community  

 

Leader Growth 
 

We don’t just want to empower our small group leaders. We also want to equip our leaders and 

not just for the sake of your small group but also for your own personal relationship with God 

which comes before all else. Here’s our plan:  

 

• Coaching Ministry  

We will develop coaches that can meet with our leaders on a regular basis. These 

coaches won’t be expert small group leaders and they’re not meant to teach you how to 

do you job well. But they can support you, encourage you, create goals with you, 

troubleshoot with you, and do everything they can to help you succeed as a small group 

leader. Use them for help finding curriculum, prayer needs, schedule questions, sharing 

frustration, seeking counsel, etc.  
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• VHS Meetings 

We will meet once a month (before church on the third Sunday of the month). We 

desire for Connect Leaders and Community Leaders to attend during the duration of 

their group. This meeting will have three components:  

 

(1) Vision Casting 

We’ll remind ourselves of the reasons why we do the things that we do. This 

time will inspire, refresh, and focus our hearts and minds.  

 

(2) Huddle  

We’ll get into small groups with our coach and share as a team – what’s working, 

what’s not, and what we can do to improve. We’ll also pray for one another’s 

various needs.  

 

(3) Skill Development 

We’ll come back together again for an opportunity to learn or practice a small 

group leader skill.  

 

• Training, Retreat, Celebration 

We’ll train at the beginning of the year, have a day retreat in the winter, and have a 

celebration right before Summer.  

 

• Resources  

We have digital resources, hard copies, and would love to buy subscription services or 

single items whenever a small group leader needs material.  

 

Connect Group Size  
Connects groups will often operate more like a class than a small group and therefore can vary 

greatly in size while not affecting the outcomes of the group.  

 

Community Group Size  
 

We don’t cap the amount of small group participants that each small group can have but we do 

want to suggest a healthy number to aim for – 10. In our previous years of experience we’ve 

found that groups over 10 often have group members on the fringe who come occasionally, 

aren’t pursued by other members, and don’t care to let people know when they will or won’t 

be coming. These fringe members also tend to not invest in the group when they do show up.  
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When a small group has 15 people and five of them are “fringe” it can be difficult and draining 

for the small group leaders to try and pursue – whether they’re trying to pursue all five or just 

one of the five, a small group leader will feel like they’re never doing enough. When there’s 9 

participants and one of the 9 has missed a few weeks and hasn’t been checking in, it’s not 

difficult for a group leader to identify and reach out to them.  

 

We also know that the average life cycle for a group is about 2 years. There are some 

exceptions to this rule but for the most part if a group’s dynamics don’t change then the group 

will become stale. The way we change the dynamic of a small group is either by sending people 

to create new groups or by adding new members as other members will leave or move away 

from time to time.  

Small Group WINS 

Rick Howerton once said that “Great small groups celebrate success, suffer with one another, 
and expect God to do more than they can do themselves.” That sounds like a good group of 
friends doesn’t it?  

Sometimes we’ll hear feedback from someone that their small group seems somewhat 
directionless. They’ll say something like, “we just get together and talk but there doesn’t seem 
to be any real point to it.” This is sometimes a legitimate critique BUT it also could be an issue 
of not knowing how to properly identify when your small group is winning and when it isn’t. 
Knowing your wins is incredibly important as a small group leader because it helps you know 
whether or not you’re being effective with your time. Here are some measurable wins for you 
to have on your radar:  

1. Wholeheartedness 
Confession/Sharing/Acknowledging Brokenness  

2. Increase 
Launching a New Group, Developing a New Group Leader, 
Salvation, Moving towards a level 4 small group (Next Page)  

3. Next Steps in faith*  
A believer grows in their faith in an identifiable way.  

4. Serving   
People are using their gifts to care for one another and for the 
building up of the Church.  

*The problem with measuring “Next Steps” in someone’s faith journey is that sometimes 

you’re arbitrarily choosing any growth or any obedience from that person’s life and claiming it 

as the result of your small group. It’s too vague of a category to aim for and measure.  

 

GROUP 

INDIVIDUAL 
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This year, as we focus on WINS, the reason we do so is so that we can pursue a purposefully 

effective small group ministry. We want to make sure that we’re using our time wisely. At the 

beginning of our small group year, we want our participants to identify their next steps 

(whether that’s getting free from habitual sin, finding a way to forgive an offense, reading 

through the Bible during the small group year, memorizing Bible verses, finding an 

accountability partner, or something else that God has placed on their heart).  

 

Imagine if were able to say at the end of the year that “80 small group participants took the 

next steps in their faith during this past year of small group ministry.” Now we’re able to see (as 

a church and as individuals) the difference that small group ministry makes in our life. Through 

this we also encourage accountability and loving examination.  

 

Small Group Assessments 
 

Occasionally we’ll create small group assessments for our participants to fill out and hand in 

privately – This helps build and give ownership to the small group ministry as a whole. We’ll 

also create small group assessments for small groups to do in person together – This helps build 

individual small groups and gives people ownership of their own small groups.  

Attendance  

In a recent Facebook poll of small group pastors – 51 had small groups that tracked weekly 

attendance and 8 did not. Can you guess which one we are? Our small group ministry does not 

take attendance weekly. We’re interested in knowing who attends our small groups and who 

doesn’t. We’re also interested to know how many of our people are involved in small groups. 

The numbers matter to us. At the same time, we also want to make your job easy and we don’t 

need to know how often our people come. Instead of tracking attendance we track 

participants. Once a month you’ll be asked to look over your participant list and update it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The best tool I’ve ever seen for connecting people to one another and engaging them with 

the Bible for the long haul is a sermon-based small group. –Larry Osbourne 

The 58 ‘one anothers’ of the Bible- love one another, care for one another, help one another, 

encourage one another, serve one another, share with one another (etc.)- can only be done 

in a small group setting. –Rick Warren 
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Small Group Maturity Pathway 
 

 Level 1 Group  Level 2 Group Level 3 Group Level 4 Group 

Group 
Composition 

Mostly new and 
nonbelievers or less 
available believers. 

Mostly New believers 
(Beginning) 

Mostly mature 
believers (Growing) 

Whole and Holy 
Community (Loving) 

Shared 
Leadership 

Group is hosted by the 
leader who functions 
as an event planner. 

Group is hosted by the 
leader and a few 

members contribute. 

Group is hosted by the 
leader & most 

members contribute. 

The majority of the 
members contribute as 

equals. 

Focus of 
Group 

Connection & Content 
Connection, Content, 

Community. 

Community, 
Sanctification & 

Evangelism 

Community, 
Sanctification, 

Evangelism, & Sending 

Accountability  No Accountability 
Group accountability 
begins (How’s your 

faith?) 

Group Accountability 
and some have 

accountability partners 

Group accountability 
and most have 

accountability partners 

Vulnerability 

Members aren’t 
expected to 

acknowledge their 
brokenness 

Members are 
encouraged to 

acknowledge their 
brokenness  

Members are expected 
to acknowledge their 

brokenness 

Members are used to 
acknowledging their 

brokenness  

Living out the 
Values 

Word and Friendship 
take place in group 

only 

Word, Worship and 
Friendship take place 

in group only 

Word, Worship, and 
Friendship take place 
outside of small group 

Word, Worship, and 
friendship take place 

outside of small group 

Commitment 
to Community  

Small Group is Weekly 
Event Based and 

people come when 
they have time. 

Small Group is Weekly 
Event Based and 

people make time for 
the group meeting. 

Some of the small 
group members spend 
time together outside 
of the weekly group 

meeting. 

“Small group” happens 
throughout the week 

and gathers once a 
week for the event. 

Multiplication 
Vision 

Launching a new group 
is not on the radar 

Launching a new group 
is something to 

consider for the future 

Launching a new group 
is a desire of members 

and leaders 

We plan to launch a 
new group within a 

year. 

  

Most Connect Groups  
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Small Group Flight Plan 
 

First three months – TAKE OFF 

September, October, November 

1. Know members 

2. Know Soul Training Goals & Strategy  

3. Encourage Vulnerability  

4. Identify gifts in members 

5. Cast vision for multiplication & Identify potential leaders 

 

Middle three months – FLIGHT  

December, January, February  

1. Care for Members 

2. Implement and Assess Strategy for Soul Training Goals  

3. Encourage loving examination  

4. Equip and empower members  

5. Talk about multiplication & Equip/empower leaders 

 

Last three months – LANDING  

March, April, May 

1. Care for members 

2. Highlight and celebrate wins and next steps (Soul Training Goals)  

3. Encourage loving examination 

4. Plan for Summer & Multiplication  

 

 

 

 

 

  
A church must grow larger and smaller at the same time. Larger through worship and smaller 

through small groups. –Rick Warren 

The first thing you must learn in order to avoid burnout as a small group leader is that God is 

the real leader and center of every Christian small group. –Michael C. Mack 

After 25 years of leading small groups and coaching small group leaders, I have come to one 

clear conviction: prayer is the most important activity of the small group leader. – Dave Earley 
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Group Stages 
 

Forming 

Group members are positive and polite, though some may feel anxious. In this stage, people 

make an effort to get to know each other.  

 

Storming 
When the “honeymoon” phase is over, group members begin to show more of their true color. 

They grow comfortable enough that they may begin to push boundaries or identify weaknesses 

in the group. Members may begin to experience frustrations and conflict with one another’s 

personality differences, approaches to faith, and vision for community.  

 

Norming  
Towards the end of the storming stage, the group begins to resolve differences, build on one 

another’s strengths, learn how to better operate with each other, and begin to see more clearly 

what their role may be in the small group.  

 

Performing  
The group, after overcoming their own internal obstacles, are now able to divert more energy 

into pursuing their goals as a team.  
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Secret Ingredient to Group Health  
 

“What does God want to do with this group?” 
 

Deitrich Bonhoeffer in his book “Life Together” observed: “The person who loves their dream of 

community will destroy community, but the person who loves those around them will create 

community.”  

 

In small group ministry we need to pay attention to two things simultaneously: 

 

1) What are God’s expectations for Christian Community?  

2) Who makes up my current community and what are healthy expectations for this 

particular group of people?  

 

You could imagine the first as deeply theological and the second as deeply pastoral.  

 

Focusing on the first question without the second creates a guilt driven community which often 

leads to burn out and frustration as well as a lack of love and care.  

 

Focusing on the second question without the first creates a consumer driven program which 

often leads to boredom and apathy as well as a lack of commitment and direction.  

 

In tandem, both questions help us to discern: What does God want to do with this group?  

 

Moving our groups from point A (where they are) to point B (where God wants us) will never be 

as linear as we hope. The reason is because all of our groups are filled with people who will 

each go through their own individual unique sets of challenges, experiences, crises, and life 

changes. As group leaders then, our job is usually not about learning and applying the right 

techniques but rather something more akin to the philosophy of “adaptive leadership.” In 

adaptive leadership we as a group and as individuals take on gradual change together by 

adapting ourselves according to our circumstances.  

 

Scott Boren uses the analogy of tacking. Tacking is a sailing term which involves maneuvering a 

sailing vessel to progress in the desired direction regardless of which way the wind is blowing. 

This means embracing the idea that the path God takes us on will not always be straight and 

will not always feel like progress. Good leaders don’t just know where they’re going but they 

help their group to get their and know that deviations from the course are part of the journey.  
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Anatomy of Small Group Ministry 
 

Community Group Seasons 
 

WPC Small Groups will go through 3 seasons of varying intensity: Focus, Study, & Rest.  

 

1. Focus 

 

Twice a year all small groups at Waite Park Church will be studying the same topic together 

which will be dictated by our sermon series. This will usually take place in September or 

October and in January. We generally print a booklet for every individual in our church to guide 

us in engaging in the focus at a deeper level. This is more than just sharing a common theme – 

it’s the pursuit of God’s will for our church together. In Revelation Jesus writes a letter to each 

of the 7 churches and in his letters He identifies what that Church does well, what it does 

poorly, and what it needs to do to change. We believe Focus seasons help us to ask Jesus how 

we’re doing as a church and to identify the things we need to do to change.  

 

2. Study 

 

If the Focus season is the church’s chance to grow how God would have us grow, then the 

Study season is the small group’s chance to do the same. The small group can choose to read a 

passage of scripture and discuss it, they can choose to do a book study (from a list of suggested 

resources or from their own research), or they can choose to do a video study. During this time 

small groups will be doing separate studies from one another. Small Groups should be 

encouraged during this time to consider what areas of their spiritual life need more attention. 

For example, if your entire group is lousy at evangelism or doesn’t have a heart for the lost, you 

might strongly consider finding a study to address that rather than doing things that interest or 

appeal to the small group. Groups don’t need to meet weekly during a Study season.  

 

3. Rest 

 

We rest during December (For Christmas and New Year’s) and the summer months. There’s two 

primary reasons that we “Rest.”  

 

• To appreciate variety and rest.  

Have you ever played a game or sung a song or went somewhere you really loved and 

you ended up doing it a bit too long and it became… tiresome? Or perhaps you’ve 

played a game, sung a song, or went somewhere you really loved and it ended a little 
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too short and left you wanting more? We’d love to leave people wanting more rather 

than leave them feeling exhausted and never wanting to come back. Rest is a godly 

discipline. Some of us are too good at it but the majority of us probably struggle with 

the idea of taking a break. You have our permission. Rest.  

 

• To focus and avoid competition 

We consider small groups to be one of the most important activities of Waite Park 

Church. We also recognize that there are times when we might want to host classes like 

a Theology class or a Financial class. By taking a Summer Rest our church can afford to 

host other classes and groups that won’t compete with our small group ministry.  

 

What Changed? What happened to Rec?  

We used to schedule rest for other Holidays like Thanksgiving and Easter. We also used to 

schedule a “Rec” week at the end of every Focus season and at the end of every Study season. 

This rec week was a time for a small group to do something purely recreational. Now that our 

church has a strong foundation for understanding the small group system – we want to give our 

leaders and our groups more freedom.  

 

We believe leaders and their small groups are the best people for knowing when the group 

needs to do something recreational and when it needs to rest.   

 

Connect Group Seasons 
Connect groups will happen alongside of our Fall focus season in September, our winter Focus 

season in January, and again during the Spring in April. During the Spring, when there is no 

Focus Season, Connect Group Leaders can choose their own curriculum. If potential leaders 

want to lead a Connect group during other months, we’d love to have that conversation and 

see what’s possible.  

 

Connect Group Meetings 
Connect groups will typically be 7 weeks long and will look like this:  

 

Week 1: Kickoff 
Week 2: Focus 
Week 3: Focus 
Week 4: Focus 

Week 5: Focus 
Week 6: Focus 
Week 7: Recap & What’s Next? 
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Community Group Meetings 
Food, Drink, Fellowship (15 mins) – FRIENDSHIP  

Encourage each other to show up 10 minutes early and eat/drink/hangout together. Allow this 

time to go on until 15 minutes after your start time.  

 

Worship (5 minutes) –WORSHIP  

Start with prayer but also consider another worship activity. Some groups will do worship 

through song and they’ll do it well. That won’t be the case for most small groups though. Since 

worship is one of our guiding values, we want each of our small groups to devote some time to 

worship together. We want our small group to bear Spiritual fruit and so we need to do a 

spiritual work and we need to ask the Spirit for help! We will have a number of options to 

choose from to help leaders decide which mode of worship will be most effective for their 

group.   

 

Read, Watch, Listen, Discuss (60 mins) – WORD  

During a typical small group, participants should expect to engage in a 45 minute discussion 

guided by the small group leader or another facilitator but each group member should be 

encouraged to make eye contact with people other than the leader, to respond to one another, 

and to ask each other questions. Allow this to be a time of discussion.  

 

Share Prayer Request and Pray (10 mins) – WORSHIP  

The group should share prayer requests and at least one person can write them down. This list 

of prayer requests can then be emailed to the group the next day so that members can 

continue to pray for one another. After sharing prayer requests, the group should pray. If time 

allows and discussion time went short, allow for multiple people to pray.  

 

If Small group officially starts at 7PM then following this structure, it should be doable to wrap 

up around 8:30PM with some wiggle room. You don’t have to force your groups into an hour 

and a half time frame. Do what comes easiest to all of the members of your group.  

 

Hangout/Fellowship/Talk (Optional) - FRIENDSHIP 

Officially dismiss the group when the study and prayer is over. Then, depending on the group 

and the group leader you may consider encouraging people to stay as long as they want. 

Something like, “alright guys, thanks for coming, if you want to stay longer you can… if you 

need to leave that’s okay too!”  
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Sixty-three percent of regular group attenders say they intentionally spend time with 

other believers in order to help them grow in their faith. Only 22 percent of those not in a 

group say the same. And 73 percent of group attenders say they are intentionally putting 

their spiritual gifts to use serving God and others, compared to 42 percent of non-

attenders. 

Churchgoers who belong to a group are more likely to go to church at least four times a 

month (79 percent), and to read the Bible daily (28 percent). 

Being in a group also impacts people’s daily lives. Group members feel closer to God (69 

percent), understand the Bible better (74 percent), trust God more (66 percent), and 

become more loving in their relationships (48 percent). 

“God has supernaturally ordained community to sanctify His people,” writes Ed Stetzer 

and Eric Geiger in their book Transformational Groups. “In other words, groups provide 

environments for people to grow in Christ. A call to discipleship and spiritual maturity is 

a call to biblical community.” 

No matter how you define groups—life groups, Sunday school, discipleship classes, or 

Bible study fellowships—the importance is the same, the authors say. You cannot make 

disciples apart from community. Although groups are not the only place transformation 

happens, the authors are convinced it is the primary place. 

 

 

 

 

  

In an article in the summer 2014 issue of Facts & Trends, senior writer Bob Smietana wrote 

the following about LifeWay Research’s findings on the spiritual effect of small groups. 

 

http://www.lifeway.com/Product/P005617192?carid=aearls-FT-TransformationalGroups%E2%80%93201465
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How to Kickoff Your First Meeting  
 

Your first small group meeting is important. It sets the tone for the year and teaches your 

people what to expect and what to hope for. We’re going to do our best to make sure that you 

have everything you need for your first small group meeting is the best it can be.  

 

From Now Until Your First Meeting:  
 

Pray & Recruit 

Pray for your small group. Pray for the individuals who are planning on coming. Pray for those 

who are on the fence about coming. Pray for those who haven’t responded. Pray for those who 

aren’t planning on coming. Pray for yourself. Pray that the Holy Spirit would empower all that 

you do and that ultimately lives would be changed through His grace and His power.  

 

The Week Before You Meet:  
 

Reminders 

During the days leading up to your meeting you’ll want to remind your people that you’re 

meeting. Give them the time and date. Make it super easy for them to find your house. Take 

out as much anxiety as possible. Some people put a sign on their lawn that says “small group” 

with balloons attached to it for visibility. Others take a picture of their home and send it to their 

people so that no one has to worry about knocking on the wrong door or not being able to find 

the house.  

 

Answer Questions 

Consider sending out a group email the day before you meet. Work towards alleviating 

common fears and points of anxiety and make it easy for people to find and enter your house. 

Here are some questions to help you get started.  

 

- Will there be pets?   

- Do I ring the doorbell or just walk in? 

- Will I have to pray out loud?  

- Do I need to bring a Bible? A journal?  

- What door should I go through?  

- Do I have to take my shoes off at the door?  
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The Day You Meet: 
 

Clean, Set Up, Plan 
Don’t wait to prepare and set up right before small group. You don’t want to be frantic or 

stressed while also trying to welcome people and be hospitable. Your small group meeting is a 

time to be people oriented, not task oriented. If you don’t have time after work to prepare, 

then set up as much as you can in the morning before work or even the night before you meet.  

 

- Make sure there is enough seating for everyone  

- Clean the house if you need to but it doesn’t have to look like a museum. You are 

sharing life together, after all.  

- Clean the bathroom if it needs it.  

- Turn on plenty of lights, especially outside, in the entryway, and in the meeting room.  

- Run through the night in your head. What supplies will you need? Where can you put 

things so that they’ll be easily accessible.  

- What do you plan on doing with your pets?  

- Consider having music in the background while people are arriving.  

A note about cleaning: People feel more at home and more at ease when your home doesn’t 

look like something out of a catalogue. You’re not hosting Royalty – you’re getting together 

with friends. Don’t let the “prep work” of getting your house ready burn you out – your ministry 

is far too important.  

 

As Group Members Arrive:  
 

Greeter 

Whether it’s you, the host, or a particularly warm and inviting person, consider having someone 

at the door who will focus on greeting people, introducing themselves, and welcoming guests 

into your home. Stationing someone at the door allows everyone to chat and mingle without 

having to constantly go to the door when someone knocks or rings the doorbell.  

 

During Your Meeting:  
 

The first meeting you have probably won’t look like the deeply spiritual small group of your 

dreams. That’s something that will take time, patience, and grace. For now, just focus on 

getting off to a great start and don’t take anything for granted. Enjoy every moment. This could 

be the beginning of a Spirit filled community sharing life and love with one another.  
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Start and End On Time 

Let groups know that you value their time by starting when you’re supposed to and ending 

when you’re supposed to. After discussion is over, close in prayer, and let your people know 

that small group if officially over. Optionally, you can invite them to stay longer if they want to.  

 

Agenda 

 

The agenda for your first meeting will be different from the rest. 

 
20 – 30 
minutes 

 
▪ Spend time hanging out, waiting for everyone to get there.   
▪ As people come in, tell them to help themselves to snacks or beverages. 
▪ Once everyone has arrived officially welcome everyone to your very first 

small group meeting. Let your guests know they can continue to spend 
some time talking and getting to know each other and tell them what time 
you’ll start the video. (start the video 30 minutes after your small group 
start time) 

 
15 

minutes 

 
▪ Play Pastor Kory’s Welcome video (5 min) 
▪ Do the icebreaker questions that are provided in the video. (10min)  

 
15 

minutes 

 
▪ Go over the Small Group Guidelines Agreement (5 min)  
▪ Ask people how they feel about the guidelines and whether or not they’d 

like to change or add anything. You have our permission to make it your 
own. (10 min)  

 
10 

minutes 

 
▪ End the group with a prayer, let people know that group is officially over, 

let them know you’re looking forward to seeing them next week and 
invite them to stay later if they want to continue to hang out and don’t 
have anywhere they need to be.  

 

In the future, discussion time will be longer and most group meetings will probably be 1.5 to 2 

hours long. Knowing that, do your best to read the room and don’t rush the agenda. Because 

this first meeting is focused more on getting to know each other and less on getting to know 

the Bible, make sure your snack and beverage game is on point.  
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Right After Your Meeting:  
 

Follow Up  

If you committed to follow-up with someone or get back to them about how they were 

interpreting a particular verse, be sure to make a note of it because once work starts the next 

day, you may forget all about it.  

 

Debrief 

One of my favorite things to do with my leaders after an event is to debrief with them. What 

went well, what didn’t go well, what should we do differently in the future? If a few people stay 

behind to help clean up, if you and your spouse are leading together, or if you’ve got some co-

leaders, take the time to debrief with one another.  

 

The Next Few Days: 
 

Contact 

After the meeting is over, keep the ball rolling. You’ve got good momentum, don’t lose it. 

Contact your people, thank them for coming, or let them know you missed them if they weren’t 

able to make it.  

 

One way to do all of this quickly and effectively in the future is to send out an email with 

people’s prayer requests that were made in your previous meeting. You won’t take prayer 

requests during your first meeting so you won’t be able to do that, but keep it in mind for the 

future.  

 

Pursue 

Friend request your new members on social media, send them texts, emails, or phone calls.  

Most importantly, seriously, continue to pray for your group and your own spiritual health and 

development as you lead God’s small group.  
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How to 
Facilitate 

Well 
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Be Okay With Not Knowing All the 

Answers 
 

Our small groups aren’t classes. Great teachers usually resort to teaching during small groups. 

We don’t want our leaders to teach, we want them to facilitate. So if you do know all of the 

answers, try to keep your mouth shut.  

 

Sometimes it’s best not to have all the answers. For one thing, I trust that God knows our small 

groups and cares about our members - if He wanted a question answered during small group 

time then He could prepare us for that question ahead of time. It does happen. There are 

plenty of times when someone will say, “I was just reading about that!” Or there may come a 

time when an answer comes to your mind even though you’d never really considered it before. 

However, I believe there will also be plenty of times when an answer can do more harm than 

good. Sometimes I think God wants people to wrestle with Him on certain issues. It’s part of our 

growth journey. When we have stock answers for people’s questions (and we don’t let them 

wrestle with God) it can often be like sewing up a festering wound. On the outside, things seem 

fine but on the inside the infection is spreading.  

 

What to do when you don’t have the answer:  

 

1) Encourage other group members to chime in. In a small group, people shouldn’t be 

responding to your discussion questions by looking at you and talking to you, they 

should be looking at each other and talking to each other. So if someone asks you a 

question, redirect it.  

 

2) Write the question down and agree to find out the answer together after the group. You 

can do research at home after the group or you could also email the Small Group 

Director at Waite Park Church.  

 

3) Don’t pretend to know the answer and don’t pretend that the answer can’t be known. 

“Oh, I know I know it, but I just can’t recall.” Or, “That’s just one of those questions that 

are totally unanswerable. That’s when we need faith.” Often times we are tempted to 

hit the “mystery” button too soon. The depths of Christian doctrine and tradition are 

rich. Chances are, you’re not the first person asking and chances are, there are plenty of 

answers out there.  
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Be Okay With Silence 
 

Some people love silence and some people can’t stand it. Maybe you’re one of those people 

who can’t fall asleep without some sort of white noise in the background. Regardless of 

personality or preferences every small group leader needs to learn to embrace silence.  
 

Allow for Silence:  

Guess what: silence is your friend. If you’re okay with silence then your group will be okay with 

silence too. They’ll know it’s nothing to worry about. It’s natural and it’s good at times. If you’re 

uncomfortable with silence then it will make others uncomfortable with it too and they’ll think 

they’re doing something wrong. They’re not.  
 

Give People Time to Process 

When you ask a question and no one responds, it’s because people are thinking. It’s because 

people aren’t firing from the hip or giving you scripted responses. They’re actually considering 

what you said and formulating an answer. It takes time to for people to process your question 

and it takes time for them to consider their answer and it takes time for them to consider how 

they want to best articulate their answer. It can take between 1-10 seconds for someone to do 

this.  
 

Ask the Question Again in a Different Way 

After you ask a question and give plenty of time to respond, if they still haven’t responded then 

ask the question in a different way to help your people formulate their thoughts and to give 

them even more time to think.  
 

Another thing that you could do is ask your small group why it is that they’re struggling to 

answer the question. Something like, “We’re not as responsive as usual to this question, why 

do you think that is?” That will get them talking about the question without actually feeling like 

they need to have an answer for the question itself.  
 

Resist the Urge to Answer the Question 

Whatever you do, don’t feel like you need to answer the question. It’s not what you’re here for. 

If you feel like every question needs an answer then you’re ultimately saying two things: 1) This 

is a class with right and wrong answers and 2) I’m the teacher with the right answers.  
 

Move On 

It’s totally fine to move on from a question that isn’t working for your group. Allow for silence. 

Give people time to process questions and formulate responses. Ask the question in a different 

way. If all else fails, move on.  
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Be Okay With Giving Direction  
 

Know When to Go First  

Hey, you’re the leader and as leaders, there are times when we go first. Did a question ask the 

group to get vulnerable and go a little deeper? This might be a great time for you to go first. 

Was a question kind of cumbersome and difficult to answer? Admit that and then give your 

best shot at answering. You have to be willing to take risks, put yourself out there, and say 

things that might be wrong. You’re not the teacher, you’re the facilitator and it has to be okay 

for you and others to get it wrong sometimes.   

 

Know When to Ask Someone To Hold Their Answers  

If you have 10 people in your group and every person takes 5 minutes to answer one question, 

that’s almost an hour’s worth of discussion. Woah. At the same time, if you ask 10 questions 

and one person responds for 5 minutes to each question, he or she has just monopolized an 

hour’s worth of your group’s time together. That’s not okay. It’s your job as a facilitator to know 

when to say, “I love that you are participating so much, but I was hoping we might hear from 

some others in the group.” After the group, pull this person to the side and let them know that 

you meant what you said – their participation is great, and you wish everyone were as open as 

they were.  

 

Know When to Ask Others to Speak 

On the flip side, there are going to be times when you’ll want to hear from everyone or from 

one person in particular. You could say, “I wonder if each of us could respond to this question in 

one or two sentences.” If someone looks like they have something to say, you might say, “Hey 

Frank, you look like there’s something on your mind… would you share it with us?” Or if you 

know someone well enough and are friends with them, you might say, “Hey Lindsey, we 

haven’t heard from you in a while, care to share?” Some people literally have no idea when 

they’re answering questions or not.  

 

Know When to Reign in it 

If Lindsey brings up “infant baptism” and it ignites into a debate, you might allow it to go on for 

a minute because it’s good for group members to run with a topic and respond back and forth 

to one another but chances are your group hasn’t met to figure out the doctrine of infant 

baptism. So kindly remind those who are carrying the conversation too far off course that you 

love that they’re passionate but there’s more to talk about tonight and maybe that 

conversation can happen after small group. BAM! 
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Know When to Correct 

If Frank says to Lindsey, “Hey, that was the dumbest thing I’ve heard in a while.” It might be a 

great opportunity to get out the Guidelines Agreement paper and have Frank sit in the corner 

and think about what he’s said. In reality, when someone says something hurtful or unloving 

you might say something along the lines of, “Hey Frank, that was inappropriate and uncalled 

for, it’s not helpful to our discussion and it’s certainly not why we’re here.” Give Frank an 

opportunity to apologize and then move on. You might need to talk to Frank afterwards and see 

where he’s at.  

 

Know When to Call for Back Up  

If someone’s behavior is continually disruptive or unhealthy for your small group and you’ve 

tried addressing it, contact Pastor Keith or your coach and arrange a meeting. It’s good to nip 

this sort of thing in the bud. Be sure to read through the “Extra Grace Required” portion of this 

handbook too. 

 

Recap Don’t Reframe  

It’s awesome when a facilitator says, “Hey, here’s what I hear us saying.” Or “So Frank says this, 

and Lindsey thought this…” Recapping is valuable. It says, “What we’ve discussed is important 

and I was paying attention.” Don’t reframe. When a facilitator says, “Frank said this and I think 

we can say it better by saying….” When you begin to end every discussion by reframing it, 

people will believe that there are “right” answers and when there’s “right” answers then 

discussion stops. We aren’t looking for yes or no or fill in the blank responses. This isn’t a test or 

a quiz but it’s a discussion. Let’s trust the Holy Spirit to be at work speaking in us, to us, and 

through us.  

  

“Interestingly, individuals… often come to a small group for some time before they actually 

choose to follow Christ. Community precedes conversion. Belonging usually comes before 

belief.” – Jim Egli 
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Conversation Dominators  
 

One out of every two groups will draw someone that either dominates conversation or 

dominates the energy, care, and needs of the group. Most conversation dominators simply 

need others to help them manage time and (unfortunately for Minnesotans) this means 

learning the art of interruption. Here are 10 tips. Feel free to use the ones that make the most 

sense for your context.  

 

Pretalk action steps:  

- Set Up Some Ground Rules Before Every Meeting. Even something as simple as “Let’s try 

to hear from everyone at least once today during our discussion.”  

- Sit next to the conversation dominator. Many times people look for eye contact in order 

to get and receive permission to speak. When we sit next to someone we decrease the 

amount of times that we’ll end up making eye contact with them.  

- Write down the answers on a dry erase board. When you’re recording answers, people 

will often be more concise. This can’t work for every question but if there’s a moment 

for brainstorming it can certainly help keep answers shorter.  

Non-verbal interrupters:  

- Open your mouth. This simple and small gesture is often what we use when speaking 

face to face – when we make eye contact with someone and suddenly open our mouths 

we’re saying, “I’ve got something I’m about to say.”  

- Raise your hand – indicating that you’d like to speak. This is my favorite. Raising your 

hand recognizes that you’re asking for permission to speak. Also a raised hand is 

subconsciously the sign for “STOP.” It’s a gentle but effective way at taking back control.  

Verbal Interrupter: 

- Permission “Can I stop you for a moment – I think we need to hear from some others.”   

- Apologize - “I’m sorry to interrupt but…” 

- Acknowledge - “I know you have more to say but I think we need to make sure we have 

time for others to have a chance to respond.”  

- Compliment and steal  - I love that – great point and I wonder if we can hear from some 

other people  

- Summarize and proceed – So, what I hear you saying is… does anyone else have 

anything to add to that?  
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Not a Support Group 
 

When a group has a member that dominates the energy, care, needs, and time of the group – it 

can quickly kill a small group. How do we address this? We have several options. Sometimes 

there are people who aren’t yet healthy enough to be a part of a small group and the best way 

to love them is to find the appropriate care for them until they can become healthy enough to 

be a part of a small group.  

 

A word of caution: Your small group is here to care for one another. Don’t be too quick to 

identify someone as “not healthy enough for a small group.” We will all go through a crisis at 

some point in our life and sometimes a small group will have to rally around their wounded 

member for a season. That’s life. That’s love. Thank God for the men who rallied around me 

and poured into me during my time of need when I had very little to offer them.  

 

That being said, there are people who have chronic crises in their lives or who are suffering 

from trauma or from a disorder or illness that most small groups simply can’t compensate for 

and offer effective care and community. Many megachurches will have specific care groups or 

support groups to refer such people to.  

 

We’re praying for support groups to happen at Waite Park Church but until that time – small 

group leaders will need to meet with coaches and pastoral staff to develop a game plan for 

each individual case. Sometimes the most loving thing we can do is help people find a place 

where they can receive the help they need rather than keeping them at a place where they 

cause harm.  

 

Don’t make this decision on your own – meet with a coach and develop a competent, effective, 

and gracious plan together.  
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Christian Community is Hard but 

Worth it.  
 

A pastor/friend once told me, “The church is the Bride of Christ but she sure is ugly.” The truth 

is, each one of us is on our own individual journey towards Christ-likeness. At one point, God 

will make His Bride beautiful and flawless in both position and practice. For the time being 

though, we’re all a masterful work in progress. So, sometimes, when you get us all in the same 

room, it can be hard.  

 

We want our small groups to be a Spirt led, Christ centered community of saints who find life, 

share life, give life together and hopefully bring seekers into that process. It’s a powerful 

picture but that process can be difficult, painful, and trying.  

 

The Holy Spirit resides in each of us and the same power that raised Christ from the dead is at 

work in each of us and through this Holy Spirit power, God is able to do immeasurable more 

than all we can ask or imagine. The fact of the matter is, if we continue to put ourselves in the 

means of grace and continue to seek God together, we will experience transformation. We will 

be surprised at who God is shaping us to be and we will look back on our past selves with utter 

confusion at how we’ve come so far. This takes time, it takes patience, it takes what I like to 

call, “embracing the grind” and it takes a lot of grace. But it is so, so worth it.  

 

Your small group has the ability and potential to be a place where lives are forever changed for 

the better, where people experience salvation and sanctification, and genuine Christian love. 

Don’t grow weary. And when you begin to grow weary, keep going.  

 
9 Let us not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do 

not give up. (Galatians 6:9)  

 
24 Let us think of ways to motivate one another to acts of love and good works. 25 And let us not 

neglect our meeting together, as some people do, but encourage one another, especially now 

that the day of his return is drawing near. (Hebrews 10:24-25)  


